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Every Kid PLAYS!!





What is an Inclusive Playground?

ACCESSIBILITY

There must be an 
ADA-approved 

route to the 
playground use 

zone.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

All kids should be able 
to participate in 

elevated and ground-
level play. Ramps and 

transfer points 
throughout the 

playground allow 
children of  all abilities 

to engage.

VARIETY

Integrating a variety 
of  play opportunities 
can allow children to 
explore, develop, and 
integrate all of  their 

senses, while 
supporting motor 

planning and social 
play experiences.

INTEGRATION

The play space 
should feel like a 

cohesive community 
where accessible 

and sensory rich play 
opportunities are 

located in the midst 
of  all the action.



PROMOTE INCLUSIVE PLAY WITH OUR 
INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND DESIGNS

PARK PLACE RECREATION DESIGNS 
can design your playground to not only meet 
ADA requirements but more importantly be 
engaging for children of  all abilities. We offer a 
variety of  products that provide additional 
accessibility and sensory benefits to create a 
truly inclusive play space.







VESTIBULAR SYSTEM
The primary function of the Vestibular System is responding to 
the head in relation to gravity. The neck, eyes and body adjust 
constantly with movement of the body.
PROPRIOCEPTIVE INPUT
The Proprioceptive System is the unconscious awareness of 
one’s own body position relative to the other body parts and to 
the environment. The System provides information that helps 
children integrate touch and movement.

THE NEAR SENSES

TOUCH, SITE & SOUND INPUTS
The tactile, visual and auditory systems refer to stimuli reaching 
the central nervous system from the receptors of the skin, eyes, 
and ears.

THE FAR SENSES

MOTOR PLANNING
Motor Planning allows children to conceive, organize, and carry 
out unfamiliar sequences of movement in a coordinated manner.
SOCIAL & COOPERATIVE PLAY
Opportunities for imaginative play, taking turns, and 
conversation are vital to a child’s development, as well as 
assisting them in nurturing their relationships with others.

DEVELOPMENTAL

Designing Playgrounds
for Sensory Stimulation



NOTE: Alternate tactile materials can be used in place of 
sand.

CLOVER LEAF SANDBOX
Model #418-154

Specifically designed with multiple access points, the inclusive 
CLOVER LEAF SANDBOX offers sensory play for children with 

varied developmental and physical needs.

Sensory Benefits:
Children can enjoy the nurturing and valuable elements of tactile 
play at the "just right" height for everyone. The divided sections 

also enable children to play among peers while staying in their 
own personal space.

ALTA GLIDE
Model #686
This swaying, bouncing, wheelchair-
accessible ALTA GLIDER makes play 
exciting for all kids. The two large side 
benches include springs for added motion, 
exterior standing ledges provide additional 
space, plus handles for gripping and 
pushing. (Available as a freestanding event or 
can link directly to a play system. Required 
access to 12" entry via 12" ramp – sold 
separately).

Sensory Benefits:
The push-pull motion of the ALTA GLIDER 
helps kids develop balance, coordination, 
eye tracking and muscle tone. Wheelchair 
access ensures that all children have the 
chance to feel the exhilaration of moving 
through space in fun, enriching ways!



TEN SPIN
Model #304

Built to accommodate up to 10 kids at once, this 
popular freestanding event allows children of all 
abilities to join in the fun by either sitting, 
kneeling, or standing. The TEN SPIN provides an 
essential sensory experience that supports child 
development

Sensory Benefits:
In addition to the benefits of the rotary motion to 
support balance, the cozy cocoon shaped seats 
offer postural support providing helpful 
boundaries for children who need help 
recognizing and adjusting the position of their 
bodies. 

GENERATION SWING
Model #2760

The GENERATION SWING encourages adults and 
toddlers to swing together,  facing each other 
allowing both to enjoy the fun and share the 
experience instead of the adult standing behind the 
swing pushing the toddler. Adult and toddler swing 
together, play and laugh together on the 
GENERATION SWING.



SPINMEE
This ground entry spinner 

can accommodate up to two 
wheelchairs and also 

features railing and seats for 
able-bodied play 

companions. 

Sensory Benefits:
Spinning stimulates the 

vestibular. For kids in 
wheelchairs this will be a 
unique experience that is 

greatly beneficial. 
Accommodating kids of all 

abilities provides for a 
valuable interactive social 

experience. 

ROLLER SLIDE
The ROLLER SLIDE lets kids 
experience a new tactile way to 
slide with the added movement 
and texture of rollers beneath 
them and it also encourages 
cooperative, inclusive play.
Sensory Benefits:
The ROLLER SLIDE is unique in 
offering a tactile component 
combined with both movement -
activating the vestibular sense -
and sensation to muscles and 
joints, providing proprioceptive

Model #714-645-14 input.



AVALANCHE SLIDE
Model #714-682

This is the first and only accessible 
slide of its kind. The lower transfer 
point allows children to access the 

slide from ground level. From there, 
they can pull themselves up by 

gripping the side rail. Once they've 
reached the desired height, gravity 

whisks them down the slide.

Sensory Benefits:
The Avalanche Slide is great for 

developing upper body strength and 
also facilitates many other sensory 

motor skills as children move up and 
down the slide. 

ROLLER BED
The ROLLER BED is a fun way for kids of all abilities to recline,  grab 
the overhead bars and pull their bodies along while being propelled 

from beneath by the bed rollers. 
Sensory Benefits:

The ROLLER BED provides great proprioceptive input for the child. 
Instead of sliding along on a static surface, there is a tactile 

experience of muscle compression from the steel rollers that roll as 
the child moves along and is propelled from one end to the other.



REFLEX
Model #606-3

Children can ride the waves and 
enjoy the up and down motion of the 
REFLEX. Multiple children can work 
together to achieve a smooth, 
swaying movement. 

Sensory Benefits:
The up and down movement of the 
REFLEX, which is hard to find on 
most playground equipment, not only 
provides crucial vestibular 
sensation, but also supports the 
development of balance, postural 
control, core strength, and position 
awareness.

ACCELERATOR SWING
Model #2014

Built with a large disc and protective rubber bumper, this 
group swing incorporates the motion of a traditional swing 

with the added fun of interactivity. 

Sensory Benefits:
The ACCELERATOR SWING helps activate and integrate the 

important sense of movement and gravity - the vestibular 
sense. 



PULL ALONG
Model #632-5

This wheelchair accessible freestanding event offers a slider bay and 
overhead climber, providing multiple play events in one.

Sensory Benefits:
The PULL ALONG allows children to slide back and forth providing 

deep muscle pressure that supports and develops the vital sense of 
body awareness - proprioception. Learning about position grading of 

force and developing upper body strength and coordination are other 
benefits of the PULL ALONG.

BUDDY ROCKER
Model #36D753429061

Powered by super-sturdy springs and kids in motion, the 
inclusive BUDDY ROCKER is durable enough to 
accommodate up to 8 children at a time and encourage 
cooperative play.

Sensory Benefits
The BUDDY ROCKER creates an up-and-down motion, 
which helps kids learn to balance. The BUDDY ROCKER 
also encourages cooperative play and helps children 
develop social skills as they coordinate their actions with 
other users. 



JENNSWING® ADA SEAT
Item #382-411Y

The JENNSWING® ADA SEAT provides a safety harness for children in 
need of extra security and support. This seat comes complete with an 

adjustable safety harness, chain, and installation kit. It accommodates 
children up to 45” tall and 125 lbs., maximum. 

Sensory Benefits:
This supportive seat offers children a secure and safe enjoyable swing 

ride while helping them coordinate head and eye movements,  sitting 
upright against gravity, develop balance, equilibrium, and coordinate 

actions on the right and left sides of the body. 

MIRACLE®

THERAPEUTIC SWING 
SEAT
Model #2720

The THERAPEUTIC SWING 
provides a safety harness for 
children in need of extra 
security and support. 

Sensory Benefits:
This snug, supportive seat 
offers all children a high-flying 
ride while helping them 
coordinate head and eye 
movements, stay upright 
against gravity, develop 
balance, equilibrium, and 
coordinate actions on the right 
and left sides of the body. 



SENSORY TUNNEL
The SENSORY TUNNEL is a 
sheltered space for sensory 

development on the playground. Its 
cozy environment is perfect for 

some alone time for over-stimulated 
kids or a quiet place to socialize with 

a friend. The sides of the SENSORY 
TUNNEL include six interactive, 

manipulative PLAY PANELS* that 
encourage sensory development, 
problem solving, and cooperation 

through tactile, proprioceptive, and 
vestibular input. The tunnel is open 

at both ends, allowing children to 
move through without obstruction 

and provides visual access for easy 
supervision. 



BIBA!
Model #9991 – Welcome Sign
Model #9992 – 6 Markers

Unlocked through a parent or guardian‘s smartphone, BIBA! is 
inclusive and interactive in every sense of the word. 

Active outdoor play is essential to the development of healthy 
children. But getting enough of it is a common problem with which 
most modern parents are familiar, especially when trying to balance 
this goal against their kid’s desire for more on-line screen time.

BIBA! is a mobile game system that blends the digital play that kids 
love with the active outdoor play and joyful imaginative fun that 
parents remember from their own childhood.
For parents who are concerned that their kids are spending too 

much time sitting still in front of a screen, BIBA! is a game-changer.

BIBA! gets kids back to the active, real world play that leads to 
healthier lifestyles through longer, repeated, and more intense play 
sessions!

BIBA! games are 
designed by keeping 
in mind that children 
have a wide range of 

interests and an even 
broader idea of what 

is “fun”. New BIBA! 
games are always 

being launched. 



c n    to c r oe ™



Let all kids 
play in perfect 
harmony.

The Concerto line of  outdoor 
musical equipment allows children 
of  all abilities to experience the joy 
and benefits of  making music. 
Designed at a more accessible 
angle and height, these 
instruments can be played 
comfortably by all kids, including
those with mobility devices.



This equipment offers users in wheelchairs an 
excellent way to maintain their physical fitness, 
with equipment specifically designed for their 
unique needs - units that work the arms, 
shoulders, chest, back and core. The equipment 
gives users the opportunity to enjoy a fun, social 
exercise routine without the cost of  a gym 
membership.

OUTDOOR FITNESS EQUIPMENT
ADA-Accessible



MEGAPHYZICS PLAYSCAPE



EVERY KID PLAYS
Total Integrated Shade



PLAY, 
LEARN 
AND 
GROW 

TOGETHER!



SHARE YOUR IDEA
Contact

Park Place Recreation Designs
800-626-0238 

to start the design process.

DESIGN YOUR SPACE
We will provide you with drawings and 

concepts that transform your ideas into 
a tangible framework.

FINALIZE YOUR CONCEPT
This includes final drawings, 
project costs and timelines.

MAKE IT HAPPEN!
This is the best part! Our expert staff will 

build a custom, high-quality, safe and 
durable play space that fits your needs.

CUSTOM DESIGN 
STUDIO
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CONVERGING



PLAY LIKE A PIRATE



INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUNDS
A Special Place to Play

All children develop and learn at their 
own pace. In order for a playground to 
be truly inclusive, in the true sense of  
the world, it needs to be designed so 
that all children, regardless of  their 
levels of  gross motor skill ability can 
access all or most  levels of  play 
equipment. An inclusive play 
environment is one that is also 
encouraging and enables children of  
ALL abilities to engage with one another. 
Children in wheelchairs can access all 
of  the play area deck heights the same 
as able-bodied children. There must be 
ways to encourage ALL children to 
interact with, share with, and learn from 
their peers throughout the play 
environment. 



P.O. Box 18186 
San Antonio, TX 78218
Toll Free: 800-626-0238 

Office: 210-821-5878 
Fax: 210-832-0115

E-Mail: 
fun@miracleparkplace.com
www.miracleparkplace.com

APPROVED VENDOR
Proposal #512-16

www.buyboard.com

Park Place Recreation
Designs, Inc.

mailto:fun@miracleparkplace.com
http://www.miracleparkplace.com/
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